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==================================================================== 
---------------------------1. Introduction-------------------------- 
==================================================================== 
A baby is lost from a human tribe, you must return this baby to the tribe. 

==================================================================== 
---------------------------2. Game Basics--------------------------- 
==================================================================== 

=================================== 
-------------Controls-------------- 
=================================== 

-------------D-Pad 
Move around. 
Press up or down to look up or down 

-------------A Button: 
Jump 

-------------B Button: 
Mammoth: Trunk Slap 
Sloth: Spin 

-------------L/R Buttons: 
Mammoth: Passenger Jump 
Sloth: Nothing 

-------------Start/Pause Button: 
Brings up the in-game pause feature. 



-------------Select 
Does Nothing 

=================================== 
-------------Combos---------------- 
=================================== 

-------------Bodyslam 
Press A twice to perform this move. 

=================================== 
-------------Menus----------------- 
=================================== 

-------------New Game 
Start a new game 

-------------Password 
Input passwords for the game 

-------------Options 
Allows you to change some things in the game 

- Music 
You can toggle the music on or off 

- Sounds 
You can toggle the sounds on or off 

- Credits 
Allows you to view the credits 

-------------Start/Pause 
Brings up a menu, you can choose to do many things here. 

- Music 
You can toggle the music on or off 

- Sounds 
You can toggle the sounds on or off 

- Quit Level 
Allows you the choice to quit the current level you are playing 

- Back to Game 
Allows you to resume your game. 

==================================================================== 
---------------------------3. Characters------------------- 
==================================================================== 

-------------Baby 
The lost baby, return him to his tribe. 

-------------Mammoth 
One of the main characters you can play as. 

-------------Sloth 
Another main character you can play as. 



==================================================================== 
---------------------------4. Items----------------------------- 
==================================================================== 

-------------Chestnuts 
Collect these to get a better score at the end of the level. 

-------------Glowing Chestnuts 
Use these to fire at enemies 

-------------Grey Chestnuts 
Same as above, buy you have an infinite amount 

==================================================================== 
---------------------------5. Walkthrough--------------------------- 
==================================================================== 

=================================== 
--------Level 1 
=================================== 
Go up to the rock, then jump over the orange thing, go to the next rock and 
bodyslam the rocks, make your way up, go to the next rock, use the baby to 
collect the chestnuts, jump over the orange rock, smash the rock wall, and 
go to the next screen. Collect the chestnuts, kill the flying bird, go down, 
kill the lion, go to the next screen. Jump over the spiked orange rock, 
(you can kill the sloth for two chestnuts) jump over the orange rocks, go 
down then up, to the next screen. Jump over the orange rock, kill the bird, 
collect the chestnuts, jump over the rock, kill the bird, jump over again, 
collect the glowing chestnut, and shoot it at the rhino, jump over the 
rocks, jump onto the rhino to be able to get up, go down to the next screen. 
Collect the chestnuts, kill the bird, and go up, slide down while killing 
the birds, then jump over the rocks to the next screen. Kill the tiger, 
jump into the stench to fly over the rocks, kill the birds, fly over the 
rocks to the next screen. Collect the chestnuts, then go up and jump on the 
birds, jump over the rock, fall down, jump, smash the rock walls. Jump over 
the rocks, go up, kill the birds, get the glowing chestnut, go back, shoot 
the chestnut at the rhino, jump over the gap. Go right, climb the platforms 
up while killing the birds, fly over the gap. 

-------------Boss Battle: Giant Turtle 
To defeat the turtle, you must wait until the turns his back to you, then 
use your trunk at him to make him swing around, repeat this 5 times. 

=================================== 
--------Level 2 
=================================== 
Kill the birds, jump the platforms, jump the rock, kill the birds. Jump the 
platform, kill the birds, jump onto the platforms, go right. Smash the 
rocks, jump onto the platform, fly across onto the ground, fly again to 
the land, climb up, jump the bees, go right. Fall down, , get onto the 
platform, kill the bird, get on the platform, go right, smash the rock wall, 
get on the platform, kill the bird, go right. Dodge the bees, climb up, go 
right. Slide down, jump at about half way to land on the bird, get on the 
ground, climb up, fly over the water. Climb up by dodging the bees and 
jumping on the birds. Fall down, climb up, get on the platform, go across, 
jump the rock. Go right, jump the rock, get up the platforms, jump the bes, 
go left, fly over the gaps to get the glowing chestnut, go back, then smash 
the rock wall, get on the platforms, shoot the rhino, jump over the gap. 

-------------Boss Battle: Tentacle 



Get the glowing chestnut, then wait for the tentacle to appear, quickly 
fire a chestnut on the tentacle, repeat this 6 times. 

=================================== 
--------Level 3 
=================================== 
Go right, jump the ledge, jump over the hedgehog, jump the gap, go right, 
break the rock, jump the gap, break the rock, jump the rock, jump the gap, 
jump on the sleeping animal to get up, jump the rock, spin the hogs, smash 
the rock wall, smash the rock, jump the gap, slide down, smash the rock, 
run over the bridge, jump over the rocks, run the bridge, smash the rock, 
jump the hedgehog, dodge the falling hedgehogs, jump the rock, slide down, 
spin the hog, slide down, jump the gap, jump/dodge the animals and rocks, 
smash the rock, dodge the falling hedgehogs, slide down, smash the rocks, 
jump on the sleeping animal to get over the rocks, smash the rock, slide 
down, jump the rocks, jump the gap, jump on the bird to get up, jump the 
animal, smash the rock, dodge the falling hedgehog, slide down, jump the 
rocks, over the bridge, jump onto the animal, jump the gaps, jump the rock 
and go right to finish. 

=================================== 
--------Level 4 
=================================== 
Bodyslam the hedgehog, the jump up, jump on the bird to get across, jump 
the spikes, jump on the bird to get across the spikes. Jump the spikes/gap, 
bodyslam the hedgehog, get up, go left, bodyslam the hedgehog, jump up, get 
the glowing chestnut, fire the chestnut at the animal, quickly get another, 
jump over the animal, fire it at that animal, jump over it, jump on the 
bird to get to the next screen. Jump the birds, slide down, jump the bird, 
jump the birds. Go down, get a glowing chestnut, fire it at the animal, 
jump up, jump the bird to get across. Get a glowing chestnut, fire it at 
the animal, quickly get another glowing chestnut, jump up, bodyslam the 
hedgehog, fall down onto the sleeping animals, jump over the spikes. Slide 
down, jump the spikes, go right. Jump the gaps, jump on the bird to get up, 
go right. Jump the gaps (if you want you can go up and left to get some 
more chestnuts), go right to the next screen. Fall down, bodyslam the 
hedgehog, jump up, kill the birds, jump the gap, smash the rock wall, go 
right. 

-------------Boss Battle: Giant Rhino 
Get the glowing chestnut, jump the sleeping animals, and fire a chestnut at 
the rhino, repeat this 5 times. 

=================================== 
--------Level 5 
=================================== 
Go down, you can go right for some chestnuts, then go down dodging the 
falling rocks, when you go down be warey of the spikes, go right, smash 
the rock walls, then jump onto the platforms, slide down. Jump over the 
spikes and rolling hedgehog, slide down, jump, go right, jump onto the 
steam to get up, then use the next steam to get across. Jump the bats, 
go right, go down, dodge the falling rocks, jump the bats, fall down, dodge 
the bats by using the ditchs. Go down, get up using the steam, jump across 
the gap, get up, jump the bat, jump the gaps, use the steam, jump the bats. 
Go down, use the steam to get across the spikes, dodge the bats, use the 
steam, get up, jump over the spikes. Get up, jump the bats, use the steam, 
get the glowing chestnut, fire it at the bats ahead, repeat this three 
times, go right. Jump the spike, slide down onto the platform, fire a 
chestnut at the bat, repeat, jump the platforms, kill the bird, get on the 
ground, go right. Jump the bats, use the steam to get the glowing chestnut, 



fire the chestnut at the bats, repeat, break the rock wall. Jump the bats, 
go right, smash the rock wall. Get the glowing chestnut, fire it at the 
bats, get another glowing chestnut, go across the bridges, fire the 
chestnut at the sleeping animal, repeat this 4 times, jump across the gap. 

=================================== 
--------Level 6 
=================================== 
Go right, jump the spike, jump the hedgehog, jump the spikes, jump the 
hedgehog, jump the spike, slide down, jump the spike, spin the rock, jump 
the wall, spin the rock, jump onto the sleeping animal to get over, jump 
the rocks, dodge the beavers, go through the checkpoint. Jump the beavers, 
spin the rock, jump the gap, jump the spikes, use the beaver to get over 
the animals, spin the rocks, jump the gap, jump the spikes, jump the gaps, 
run across the bridges, jump the hedgehog, jump gaps, jump the hedgehog, 
run across, spin the rock, slide down to the next checkpoint. Jump the 
spikes, spin the rock, jump the gap, kill the bird, jump the gap, destroy 
the rock walls, jump on the sleeping animal onto the platform, go down, 
jump the gap, kill the bird, jump the gap, spin the rocks, kill the birds, 
jump the gap, jump the rocks, jump the gap to finish. 

=================================== 
--------Level 7 
=================================== 
Slide down, jump the gaps, slide down. Jump the gaps, kills the bird, slide 
down, jump the gaps, go across the bridges while killing the bird. Fall 
down, slide down, go right, jump the spike, destroy the rock, go back, get 
the glowing chestnut, jump the gap, fire it at the bats. Destroy the rock, 
kill the bird, jump the spikes, fall down, jump the spike, kill the bird, 
jump the spike, jump the gap, smash the rock, slide down, destroy the birds 
while running. Get the chestnut, slide down, jump the gap, slide down, jump, 
get up, fire a chestnut at the bats, go left, and repeat. Jump the gaps, 
jump on the bird to get across, jump the spikes, kill the bird, jump on 
the sleeping animal to get up, run across the bridges. Slide down, jump 
slide down, jump, slide down while dodging the birds, destroy the rocks. 
Fall down, get the glowing chestnut, go right, jump the spikes, fall down, 
kill the bats, go back, repeat. Slide down, jump the gaps, jump on the 
sleeping animal to get across, jump the platform, run across, jump on 
the bird to get across. 

-------------Boss Battle: Eagle 
To kill it, you must wait until it starts falling down, when it crashes 
give it a good trunk slap, repeat this 6 times. 

=================================== 
--------Level 8 
=================================== 
Kill the birds (you can bodyslam the ground then smash the rocks for some 
chestnuts), jump the gaps. Slide down, bodyslam the ground then jump up 
using the ice rock, do the same again, kill the penguins, go down, dodge 
the falling icicles (they go in a pattern) to get a glowing chestnut, go 
back, shoot the rhino, jump the gap. Jump the gap, jump on the sleeping 
animal, bounce up using the birds to get a glowing chestnut, fall down, 
shoot the rhino, jump the gap. Get up using the animals, jump the gap, get 
the glowing chestnut, fall down, shoot the rhino, jump the gaps and the 
rocks. Go right, smash the rock wall, jump the spikes to get the glowing 
chestnut, go to the right, climb the platforms, shoot the rhino, jump the 
gap, jump the animal, get the glowing chestnut, shoot the bats, get another 
glowing chestnut, fire it at the rhino, jump the gap. Go right dodging the 
falling icicles, follow the path down, jump the gaps, jump the sleeping 



animal, fly over to the left, get the glowing chestnut, go back right, 
shoot the rhino, jump the gap. Slide down, destroy the rock wall, dodge the 
falling icicles (another pattern), destroy the rock wall, bodyslam the 
ground, jump up, jump on the sleeping animal to get on the platform, jump 
the platforms. Get the glowing chestnut, fire it at the rhino, get another 
chestnut fire it at the next rhino, go right. Get a glowing chestnut, jump 
over the spikes, shoot the rhino, jump down, go right, smash the rock wall, 
get the glowing chestnut, shoot the bats (repeat this 3x), go right (you 
can jump the animals to get allot of chestnuts). Fly over the gap while 
getting the glowing chestnut, run to the right, fire it at the snail thing, 
repeat this 4 times (make sure you jump when your going back or you'll fall 
down), jump the gap to finish. 

=================================== 
--------Level 9 
=================================== 
Jump the animals, slide down, jump the enemies/gaps, go through the 
checkpoint. Smash the rock, jump across the gaps, smash the rock, jump the 
animals/gaps, go through the checkpoint. Smash the rocks, jump the gap, 
watch out for the fires, jump the gaps, jump the hedgehogs, go through the 
checkpoint. Smash the rock, slide down, jump the gaps, smash the rocks, 
jump the gaps to eventually finish. 

=================================== 
--------Level 10 
=================================== 
Kill the bird, jump onto the platform, jump up, jump the spikes, jump the 
gap. Jump the spike, fall down, get the chestnut, shoot the bats, get 
another chestnut, jump the sleeping animal, run across the rock platforms, 
shoot the rhino, jump the gap. Jump the gap, run across when the lava 
spurts are down, jump the platform to land on the right, jump onto the 
platforms on the left, get the glowing chestnut, go back, shoot the rhino, 
jump the gap. 

-------------Boss Battle: Giant Turtle 2 
Use the same strategy as before, but you can stay on the platform with the 
glowing chestnut and fire it at the turtle when it's back is facing you, 
repeat this 5 times. 

Go right, jump over the bat. Dodge the bat, jump over the gaps/fire, jump 
onto the birds to get across. Fall down, get the glowing chestnut, run 
across the land, shoot the bats, repeat. Fall down, jump over the animals, 
jump the gap, run across the rock bridge, fall down, smash the rock wall. 
Jump the spikes and gaps. Fall down, jump the fires, 

-------------Boss Battle: Sabretooth Tiger 
Stay on the left when you enter, then jump onto the spurt and get the 
glowing chestnut, shoot it at the sabretooth tiger, jump back into the safe 
spot, repeat this 10 times. 

When you kill the Sabretooth, you'll view the ending along with the credits. 

=================================== 
--------Bonus Stage 
=================================== 
[To unlock this level, you must get a Golden Chestnut in every level, you 
can do this by collecting at least 40 chestnuts in a level.] 

Fall down onto the platform, climb up, get the grey glowing chestnut 
(You'll have an infinity amount of glowing chestnuts), climb up, jump the 



bird to get across, shoot the bats, fall down, go left while killing the 
bats, fall down, kill the bats, get on the platform, jump the platforms, 
kill the bats, jump the bird. Jump the gap, kill the bird, jump the gaps, 
climb up, jump the bird, go left, jump the platforms, get the grey chestnut, 
go back, shoot the bats, slide down, but jump when your sliding to land on 
the platform, kill the bats, climb up, go right. Jump the platforms, go 
down, then left, get the grey chestnut, go back while killing the bats, 
kill the bats, go right while killing the bats. Go right, climb up, go left, 
jump on the bird, jump on the next bird right, get the grey chestnut, 
continue going right on the birds, then go down the platforms, kill the 
bats.

-------------Boss Battle: Dark Turtle 
Slide down then jump to get the grey chestnut, climb up while killing the 
enemies, jump onto the platforms, then continue jumping them, you'll come 
to the boss. Do the same thing you did as with the level 10 turtle (stay on 
the platform and keep firing at the turtle), shoot at him 4 times to beat 
him. 

You'll now get the ending, with a proper 'The End' screen, the credits will 
then role.

==================================================================== 
---------------------------6. Extras-------------------------------- 
==================================================================== 

=================================== 
--------Cheats-------------------- 
=================================== 

- All Stages (+ Bonus Stage and Extending Ending) 
Type "NTTTTT" in the passwords menu. 

- Unlock scenes from Ice Age 
Type "MFKRPH" in the passwords menu. 

- Level Passwords 
Level 2: PBBQBB 
Level 3: QBCQBB 
Level 4: SBFQBB 
Level 5: DBKQBB 
Level 6: NBTQBB 
Level 7: PCTQBB 
Level 8: RFTQBB 
Level 9: CKTQBB 
Level 10: MTTQBB 

==================================================================== 
---------------------------7. FAQ----------------------------------- 
==================================================================== 

If you have any questions e-mail me (The link is at the bottom and follow 
the guidelines) 

1. I don't understand your guide, what do I do!? 
A: Sometimes I might have gone a little bit further, just try to go on with 
the game, if you still don't know what to do, e-mail me and I'll revise the 
section(s). 

==================================================================== 



---------------------------8. Guide Disclaimer---------------------- 
==================================================================== 

=================================== 
--------Sites that are allowed----- 
=================================== 
Sites that are allowed to use my guide are: 

http://www.gamefaqs.com 
http://www.ign.com 
https://www.neoseeker.com 

This FAQ may not be referenced or altered without permission from myself. 
This FAQ is an exclusive to the above website(s) and may not be hosted 
elsewhere. Alteration of this Copyright is punishable under Title 17 
Chapter 5 Section 506(d) of US Copyright Law for a fine of up to $2,500. 

=================================== 
--------Reproduction--------------- 
=================================== 

I don't mind of this guide is posted somewhere. But Please Include the 
copyright.

Copyright (c)2003 Oscar C. - http://pub82.ezboard.com/bbirdbrainsboard 

or The HTML version (make sure you get rid of the asteriks *) 

<*a href="http://pub82.ezboard.com/bbirdbrainsboard"*> 
Copyright (c)2003 Oscar C.<*/a*> 

=================================== 
--------E-Mailing Me-------------- 
=================================== 

-No Spam/flaming/pathetic hacking attempts 
-Must not be answered in the Guide already (Make sure you look carefully) 
-Make sure it's about this game. I Have enough Spam as it is. 
-Using proper grammar and spelling might enhance your chances of being 
answered. 
-Comments/Criticism/Something that should/needs on the guide be changed are 
allowed. 

My E-mail: Devis0r@hotmail.com 

=================================== 
--------Credits-------------------- 
=================================== 

-UbiSoft for making the game 

This document is copyright Devis0r and hosted by VGM with permission.


